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The Displacement Filter
Tutorial Level Easy time 30 minutes
This is what you will create
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During this tutorial you will learn:
1. How to use and identify displacement filter properties
2. Use basic type tool
3. Identify layers blending options
4. Rasterize text
5. Use Layer Styles (Drop Shadow and Bevel & Emboss)

STEP 1
For this tutorial I am going to use the following PSD file which you can download from the following link
http://www.learn-creative.com/rock_texture.psd

Open the rock texture image. From the tool box select the type tool click once on the image (maybe it will 
take few seconds until you see the cursor blinking). Once the cursor is blinking a new Type Layer is created 
and you are ready to type your word. Before set a font style, size and colour use the following:

•	 Font Style Bauhaus 93
•	 Colour White
•	 Size 190pt
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STEP 2
Before going forward we need to Rasterize the font. Rasterize means that we need to convert the font layer 
into a pixel layer to do this right click on the layers thumbnail and from the drop down list select “Rasterize 

Once we have Rasterize the type we are going to apply the displacement filter. The displace filter will apply 
and irregular shape on the text and wrap the shape around the text, in our case we are going to use the same 
rock texture file to do this. NOTE: to apply a texture image using the displacement filter the file needs to be in 
PSD format.
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STEP 3

Make sure you are on the text layer and go to filter>distort>displacement 

When the setting editor box pops up keep settings as default 
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Click ok and this will take to browse your image open the “rock texture.psd” you should have the following 
result or similar
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STEP 4
Its time for fine tuning. Go to the layers blending drop down menu and from the list select overlay.

Click on the fx you can find this icon in the layers panel below and from the drop down menu select blending 
option when the editor box pops up thick the Drop Shadow option and the Bevel & Emboss option than 
click OK
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This should be the final result


